ABSTRACT The rapid growth of scientific papers makes it difficult to find relevant and appropriate citations. Context-aware citation recommendation aims to overcome this problem by providing a list of scientific papers given a short passage of text. In this paper, we propose a long-short-term memory (LSTM)-based model for context-aware citation recommendation, which first learns the distributed representations of the citation contexts and the scientific papers separately based on LSTM, and then measures the relevance based on the learned distributed representation of citation contexts and the scientific papers. Finally, the scientific papers with high relevance scores are selected as the recommendation list. In particular, we try to incorporate author information, venue information, and content information in scientific paper distributed vector representation. Furthermore, we integrate author information of the given context in citation context distributed vector representation. Thus, the proposed model makes personalized context-aware citation recommendation possible, which is a new issue that few papers addressed in the past. When conducting experiments on the ACL Anthology Network and DBLP data sets, the results demonstrate the proposed LSTM-based model for context-aware citation recommendation is able to achieve considerable improvement over previous context-aware citation recommendation approaches. The personalized recommendation approach is also competitive with the non-personalized recommendation approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing number of scientific papers, researchers might find it difficult to keep track of their research field on time. One way of finding relevant research papers is to perform keyword-based search, but it also requires researchers review them one by one and select appropriate ones. Another way is to follow citations in other papers that researchers are interested in, but it limits them within specific citation communities, and it is heavily biased towards cited papers. Citation recommendation can help improve the quality and efficiency of finding relevant research papers for a query document or a short passage of text. There exist a variety of citation recommendation approaches in the literature [1] - [5] . These approaches are either global or local. Global citation recommendation [1] , [2] manages to retrieve a list of scientific papers given a query document, local citation recommendation [3] - [5] recommends citations for a short passage of text, it is also called context-aware citation recommendation. In this study, we focus on the latter one, i.e. local citation recommendation (or context-aware citation recommendation).
Most existing context-aware citation recommendation approaches only consider content information of citation context and scientific papers [3] , and investigate how to bridge the semantic gap between them, totally ignoring information beyond scientific papers. However, in scientific literature, there usually exist author information and venue information, which have different importance to assist researchers in understanding semantic similarity between scientific papers and citation context. For example, an author of a scientific paper may have published other related scientific papers. Meanwhile, a venue which publishes a given scientific paper may publish other scientific papers with similar topics. Thus author information and venue information are expected to have a great impact on context-aware citation recommendation.
Based on the above analysis, we argue that context-aware citation recommendation depends not only on the semantic similarity between citation context and scientific papers, but also on the authors of the scientific papers and venues of the scientific papers. In this paper, we propose a LSTM based model to solve the context-aware citation recommendation task. For scientific papers, we use LSTM to learn vector representations of the scientific papers combining with information of authors and venues. For the citation context, we divide them as the left citation context and right citation context based on the placeholder which is marked as [?] , and then use bi-directional LSTM to learn vector representation of it. Finally, we measure the relevance based on the vector representation of citation context and scientific papers. Papers with high relevance scores are selected as the recommendation list. As for the personalized citation recommendation, we combine the researcher's publication history in vector representation learning process of the citation context.
The contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
(1) LSTM is utilized to learn distributed representations of scientific papers integrating author information and venue information.
(2) Bi-LSTM is applied to learn distributed representations of citation context combining the identity of the researcher.
(3) Personalized context-aware citation recommendation approach is proposed by measuring relevance between distributed representation of scientific papers and citation context.
(4) Experimental results on the AAN and DBLP datasets show that the proposed approach achieves the considerable improvement over previous context-aware citation recommendation approaches. Furthermore, the personalized context-aware citation recommendation approach is more effective than the non-personalized context-aware citation recommendation approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work. Section III illustrates LSTM based distributed representation of citation context and scientific papers. Section IV presents the personalized context-aware citation recommendation approach. Section V evaluates the experimental results and Section VI presents the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK A. CONTEXT-AWARE CITATION RECOMMENDATION
Exploring appropriate and relevant papers to retrieve and cite is a difficult problem for researchers. Citation recommendation can improve the quality and efficiency of this problem, it can be classified into two categories. One is global citation recommendation which can recommend a list of relevant research papers for a query document. Meng et al. [1] incorporated papers' content, citation and authorship into a unified graph model, and proposed a graph-based personal citation recommendation approach. Gupta and Varma [6] proposed a global scientific paper recommendation approach, which combines distributed representations of the graph constructed from the bibliographic network and content of papers. Kong et al. [7] considered content information and network topologies simultaneously, and proposed a scientific paper recommendation system which learns paper embedding in citation network for recommendation. They also proposed to compare pairwise paper representation for citation recommendation approach [8] . The other is local citation recommendation (or context-aware citation recommendation), which recommends a short list of papers that need to be cited within the given context. The citation placeholders in the document are marked as [?] , and citation context is defined as the words surrounding the placeholder. Most existing contextaware citation recommendation approaches focus on measuring semantic relevance between citation context and scientific papers, and then recommend those scientific papers which have high relevance to the given citation context.
He et al. [9] developed a non-parametric probabilistic approach which measures the relevance between a document and a citation context. They also proposed a novel approach [10] which can automatically generate candidate citation contexts from the query manuscript, and then recommend scientific papers that are relevant to the citation contexts. Duma et al. [11] applied CoreSC (Core Scientific Concepts) discourse function classification to context-aware citation recommendation task. Lu et al. [12] deemed words used in the content of papers and in the citation contexts are different. They proposed a citation recommendation approach with the translation model which can bridge the gap between papers and citation contexts. Huang et al. [13] thought a research paper consists of descriptive language and reference language, they utilized the IBM translation Model-1 to translate papers into references and then recommend citations. Tang et al. [3] proposed a bilingual context-citation embedding algorithm to recommend English citations for a given context in a Chinese paper. Peng et al. [14] utilized word embedding based similarity measures and knowledgebased methods to the news citation recommendation problem, which recommends new citations for references based on a citing context. Uddin and Singh [15] designed a contextual recommendation system, which can automatically identify research concepts, find high quality research papers related to these concepts and rank the recommendations by a weighted ranking function. Zhou [16] designed an interactive citation recommendation system, ActiveCite, which combines content-based filtering approach, collaborative filtering approach and citation analysis approach. ActiveCite can automatically utilize current citation context as a query in local citation recommendation and extract paper topic as a query in global citation recommendation task to recommend related references. Huang et al. [17] designed VOLUME 6, 2018 a RefSeer system, which can handle with long queries and present global citation recommendation as well as local citation recommendation. They also proposed a neural probabilistic approach for local citation recommendation [4] , which could learn the distributed representation of words and cited scientific papers first, and then train a multi-layer neural network to estimate the probability of citing a scientific paper for a given citation context. However, the above approaches only consider content information of scientific papers and contexts, ignoring author information and venue information of scientific papers. Ebesu and Fang [5] investigated a neural citation network incorporating author information for context-aware citation recommendation, but they ignore venue information.
Most of existing local citation recommendation approaches only consider semantic matching between citation context and scientific papers, ignoring information of authors and venues for scientific papers. As for personalized contextaware citation recommendation, we integrate author information in the process of learning distributed representation of citation context.
B. DISTRIBUTED REPRESENTATION OF TEXTS
Distributed representation of texts refers to those methods, which utilize deep neural network algorithms to train the vector representation of natural language objects (words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, documents, and so on) This vector is also called a text embedding vector. Distributed representation vector is a low dimensional and dense real value vector learned from the large unsupervised corpus. As it carries the semantic information of text, it can be used as an effective expression of the text and applied to various natural language processing tasks, and has achieved very excellent performance [18] , [19] . Hinton introduced the idea of distributed representation to symbolic data [20] . Bengio et al. [21] first applied distributed representation to statistical language models. This model is also known as neural network language model [22] . They trained language models and get word vectors (word embeddings). CBOW [23] and Skip-gram [19] are two models that directly aim at obtaining word vectors. Based on CBOW, Le and Mikolov [24] put forward the representation model of sentence vector and document vector. Text distributed representation attempts to learn any length of text semantic representation from a large corpus, and then applies the learned vectors to a specific task in a supervised or unsupervised manner. Text distributed representation which is not learned for specific tasks, can achieve good results in some tasks, but generally, it is still not very good to represent the text.
Conversely, mapping any length words into sentences or text vectors, most methods try to learn synthesis operators on word vectors. Synthetic operators can learn from a specific task through neural networks (such as recurrent network [25] , convolution network [26] and recursive network [27] ), so that the distributed representation vector learning can achieve better results on a specific task.
The most direct solution to deal with text correlation is not to learn specific distributed representation for each text, but to model relationship between each text pair. The typical method is to get matching scores using convolution neural network [28] - [30] . Such method can be applied to pairwise tasks, such as paraphrasing and text semantic similarity. But for citation recommendation task, a main problem of paired matching is to enumerate and calculate relationship between each possible text pair. Based on the above two problems, we propose to separately learn distributed representation of citation context and scientific papers for context-aware citation recommendation task.
III. LSTM BASED DISTRIBUTED REPRESENTATION OF Texts
In this section, we first use convolutional neural networks (CNN) to map sentences in scientific papers as lowdimensional vectors. Then based on LSTM, we propose a scientific paper encoder and a citation context encoder, which can project the scientific papers and citation contexts into a fixed low-dimensional representation vector, respectively.
A. DISTRIBUTED REPRESENTATION OF SENTENCES
As the convolutional neural network (CNN) has been applied in natural language processing field, it can effectively learn the compressed expression of n-gram and can handle sentences of any length. So we use CNN which is consists of convolution operation and pool operation based on word vector, to represent each sentence as a distributed vector in this work. We use CBOW model to train word vectors, and the dimension of the word vector is 100.
1) CONVOLUTION OPERATION
We represent a sentence s k as a matrix s k ∈ t×m , where t is the dimension of the word vector, m is word number in the sentence s k . The i-th column of s k indicates the t-dimensional word vector v(w i ) ∈ t of the i-th word in sentence s k . Suppose v(w i : w i+j ) is the concatenation of word vectors [v(w i ), · · · , v(w i+j )]. A convolution operation involves a filter W h ∈ l×ht , which is applied in the windows containing h words and produce a new abstract features c i ∈ l , i.e.:
where b ∈ ht is a biased term, f is a non-linear function and we use tanh in this work. The convolution windows are applied in the sentence s k containing all possible word chain structure w 1 : w h , w 2 : w h+1 , · · · , w m−h+1 : w m , yielding a feature vector:
2) POOL OPERATION Based on the feature vector c, we use max-over-time pooling approach [31] and select the maximum one:
This value is the most important one of various features in this convolutional windows, we useĉ as the distributed representation vector v(s k ) of sentence s k .
B. SCIENTIFIC PAPER ENCODER 1) ARCHITECTURE
Scientific papers contain text content, as well as author information and venue information of the corresponding scientific papers. So we develop a scientific paper encoder, which uses authors and venues as weight of the scientific paper embedding. We use different distributed representation approach between citation contexts and the scientific papers. The first reason is that citation contexts and the scientific papers are written by different authors. The second reason is that the citation contexts usually use different expressions from scientific papers. How to model scientific paper distributed representation is an important part in context-aware citation recommendation task. We incorporate author information and venue information of scientific papers in scientific paper distributed representation learning process. As LSTM can represent long sequence of words and has been successfully applied in many tasks [32] , [33] , we adopt LSTM in scientific paper encoder. Figure 1 shows architecture of the scientific paper encoder. In scientific paper encoder, we first use CNN to map sentences into distributed representation vector and construct sentence embedding matrix X (each row of the matrix represents a distributed vector of a sentence). The weighted sentence embedding matrix X wd separates the architecture into upper part and lower part. The upper part is the typical LSTM encoder, which encodes scientific papers into its vector representation using a weighted sentence embedding matrix X wd and LSTM encoder. The lower part of the architecture shows how to integrate author information and venue information into sentence distributed representation vector. The important issue is to learn a paper deviation embedding matrix X e for sentences in scientific papers. The final weighted sentence embedding matrix X wd is the combination of the sentence embedding matrix X and the paper deviation embedding matrix X e , which is listed as:
where diag denotes a function. Symbol ⊕ in Figure 1 represents element-wise addition, symbol ⊗ represents a product between a vector v and a matrix M, i.e. diag(v)
2) DIVERGING EMBEDDING MATRIX
The diverging embedding matrix X e is to learn sentence distributed representation vector in a specific scientific paper scenario. However, the same sentence written by different authors or the same sentence came from different venues may express different meaning. So the diverging matrix cannot be directly added to the sentence embedding matrix X to construct a paper embedding matrix. Thus we learn a weighting vector w d = w d author + w d venue for each paper and add it to the sentence embedding matrix X.
3) WEIGHTING VECTOR
The weighting vector W illustrates each sentence's weight in the scientific paper. In accordance with the authors and venues of the papers, the weighting vector W reflects the delicate direction of sentences in different papers. Based on the above procedure, we can learn a sentence embedding matrix of each paper based on its contents, authors and belonging venue. There are two advantages: firstly, the architecture obtains sentence embedding vectors which can capture better semantic meaning of sentences, secondly, the newly learned scientific paper embedding vector depends on its belonging venue and authors. The architecture assumes a same sentence which appears in different papers may express different meanings, but these different meanings may have something in common, and differ in the diverging extent. Although the architecture learns a different sentence embedding matrix for each paper, it does not bring high computing cost by matrix multiplication operation. VOLUME 6, 2018
C. CITATION CONTEXT ENCODER
Citation context encoder aims to map a sequence of sentences surrounding the citation placeholder into a fixed-dimensional representation vector. We name the left part of the citation placeholder as left citation context, the right part of the citation placeholder as right citation context. Then we use Bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM) to represent distributed vector of citation context, which is illustrated in Figure 2 (the dimension of the citation context distributed representation is equal to the dimension of the sentence distributed representation). 
After that, we use Multi-Layer Perception (MLP) to obtain the distributed representation vector of citation context v(c):
ReLU denotes Rectified Linear Unit Function, L i (x) = W i x + b i is a fully connected linear function. As for personalized context-aware citation recommendation, we must consider author information of the citation context. We first apply scientific paper encoder to integrate author information in left context and right context, respectively. Thus we can obtain personalized left citation context vector and personalized right citation context vector, separately. Then we concatenate these two vectors via citation context encoder and get personalized citation context vector.
IV. PERSONALIZED CONTEXT-AWARE CITATION RECOMMENDATION APPROACH
The personalized context-aware citation recommendation aims to return the relevance scores r c = [r cd 1 , r cd 2 , · · · , r cd n ] between the citation context c and all the scientific papers d i ∈ D(i = 1, 2, · · · n), and then rank the scientific papers in D according to r c , the top ranked scientific papers are selected as the final recommended scientific paper list.
The input to the personalized context-aware citation recommendation is the contents of citation contexts and scientific papers, as well as the authors and venues of the scientific papers and authors of the citation context. We first convert citation context c into a distributed representation vector v(c) by the context encoder, and map each scientific paper d i into a distributed representation vector v(d i ) by the scientific paper encoder. The relevance scores between a citation context and scientific papers can be calculated as:
where
We apply the softmax function on r c to get the probability distribution vector p c of citation context c over all the scientific papers, i.e., 
where t 
where θ denotes a set of learning parameters, including Bi-LSTM parameters of the context citation distributed representation, LSTM parameters of the cited scientific paper distributed representation as well as matrices W h , W author , W venue and X e .
As AdaGrad algorithm [34] has been widely applied in neural networks, we utilize AdaGrad algorithm to optimize the loss function L. The AdaGrad algorithm can allocate different learning rates for each parameter adaptively, i.e.,
where g is the gradient, η is the initial learning rate, ε is a real number, which is a little bigger than zero avoiding denominator equals to zero. After removing papers which have missed abstracts or titles in the dataset, we have 12 555 papers in AAN dataset and 57 441 papers in DBLP dataset. Then we divide the dataset into two parts: as for the AAN dataset, we treat the papers which are published before 2013 as training set (11 197 papers) and treat the remaining papers as the test set (1358 papers), as for the DBLP dataset, the training set consists of the papers published before 2013 (included), including 50 273 papers and the test set consists of the papers published from 2014 to 2015, including 7 168 papers. Within a paper, we simply took 5 sentences before and after each citation placeholder as its local citation context. The title and abstract of each paper in the two datasets are extracted as the content of the paper.
2) EVALUATION METHOD
The aim of the context-aware citation recommendation is to recommend more relevant reference papers to the given citation context. We use three common metrics as follows:
Recall@ N: It is defined by calculating the percentage of the original reference papers of the given scientific paper in the top recommended papers. We use N = {10, 30, 50, 80, 100} to evaluate the proposed approach.
Mean Average Precision (MAP): As Recall@ N ignores the exact ranking position of the recommended papers, considering the top N ranking results only. MAP is a precision metric that emphasizes ranking relevant papers higher, which can overcome the above disadvantage. Let T p be the set of the testing papers. For a paper p i in T p , the correct reference paper set of p i is R, and our proposed approach returns a reference paper list B. We consider the top 30 recommended papers in the ranking list, so |B| = 30. The MAP is defined as:
where r j ∈ R is a correct reference paper, rank(r j ) is defined as the position of r j in B if r j is in B, otherwise rank(r j ) is defined to be zero. q(r j ) is set to the number of the correct reference papers which ranks higher than r j .
Mean Reciprocal Rank(MRR):
It measures how far from the top appears the first relevant reference papers. MRR is defined as:
where rank(p first ) indicates the position of the first retrieved relevant reference papers in the reference list B.
B. SENTENCE EMBEDDING VECTORS
We apply the approach in [24] to pre-train sentence embedding matrix on the AAN and DBLP dataset, the obtained matrix is acted as our sentence embedding matrix X. The dimension of sentence vectors is set to 150.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION
In the following experiments, we set the weight for parameter regularization as λ 1 = 1e-5, λ 2 = λ 3 = 1e-6, and set the initial learning rate of AdaGrad algorithm to 0.001. All the parameters which will be learned are initialized randomly with a µ = 0.01normal distribution.
In the first set of experiments, we focus on the content of citation contexts only, ignoring the authors of the citation contexts. To illustrate the effects of considering author information and venue information of the scientific papers, we consider the following scenarios: (a) LSTM-C, which only considers content information of the scientific papers in the scientific paper encoder; (b) LSTM-CA, which considers content information and author information of the scientific papers in the scientific paper encoder; (c) LSTM-CV, which considers content information and venue information of the scientific papers in the scientific paper encoder and (d) LSTM-CAV, which considers content information, venue information and author information of the scientific papers in the scientific paper encoder. Table 1 shows the results of these approaches on the two datasets. From Table 1 , we can see that the LSTM-C shows the poorest performance, this is because the paper distributed vector based on content information of the paper is a very coarse representation. So it does not provide rich information for computing similarities of the citation context and scientific papers. In addition, the performance of LSTM-CA is better than the performance of LSTM-CV. This can be mainly credited to the author information can provide more specific information related to the scientific papers than the venue information. Our proposed approach which not only uses content information of the scientific papers, but also utilizes venue information and author information of the scientific papers, consistently outperforms the other three approaches.
2) COMPARISON WITH PERSONALIZED CONTEXT-AWARE CITATION RECOMMENDATION AND NON-PERSONALIZED CONTEXT-AWARE CITATION RECOMMENDATION
In the second set of experiments, we wish to study whether personalized recommendation approach can recommend . When an academic newcomer who has not published any papers inputs the citation context, the personalized context-aware citation recommendation will be reduced to non-personalized context-aware citation recommendation, as the context citation information contains c t only. Table 2 indicates that the performance of the personalized recommendation approach is superior to that of the nonpersonalized recommendation approach. The personalized recommendation approach achieves a gain of about 1.03% on average in the two datasets. We also compare the correct recommended scientific papers with non-personalized and personalized recommendation approaches respectively, we found that the personalized recommendation approach can retrieve more relevant papers written by authors who have collaboration with the user. We study the distinction of the top-50 recommendation results returned by LSTM-CAV with c 1 and LSTM-CAV with c 2 on the two datasets. The overlap of the two approaches on the AAN dataset and DBLP dataset is about 78.32% and 77.85% of each, respectively. For the top-5 recommended results, the accuracy of LSTM-CAV with c 2 is about 81.06% more than that of LSTM-CAV with c 1 on the AAN dataset, meanwhile the accuracy of LSTM-CAV with c 2 is about 80.87% more than that of LSTM-CAV with c 1 on the DBLP dataset.
3) COMPARISON WITH OTHER CONTEXT-AWARE CITATION RECOMMENDATION APPROACHES
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed context-aware citation recommendation approach, we compare it with the other three context-aware citation recommendation approaches: (1) Non-parametric probabilistic (NPP) approach [9] , which evaluates the relevance between a document and a citation context; (2) Translation model (TM) based approach [12] , which uses a translation model to bridge the gap between scientific papers and citation contexts, and then recommends relevant scientific papers and (3) Neural network (NN) based approach [5] , which applies a max time delay neural network combining with author information to represent citation contexts, uses recurrent neural network to represent scientific papers, and then recommends scientific papers based on the semantic composition of citation contexts and scientific papers.
Without loss of generality, in this set of experiments, we only concentrate on the content information of the citation context, ignoring the author information of the citation context, i.e., c 1 = [c t ]. Table 3 below compares the performance of the other three context-aware citation recommendation approaches and our approach on the AAN and DBLP datasets.
The above table shows that NPP based approach and TM based approach perform fairly poor. This can be mainly credited to these two approaches only focus on content information of scientific papers. TM based approach is better than NPP based approach, it is because TM measures the semantic relevance between the citation contexts and scientific papers, while NPP based approach uses bag-of-word representations which leads to the loss of valuable semantic relevance analysis between the citation contexts and scientific papers. NN based approach shows better performance than TM based approach, this can be credited to NN based approach utilizes neural machine translation model, which can characterize the semantic composition of citation contexts and scientific papers combining author information. It is glad to see that the our proposed approach shows the best performance, because it not only uses content information, author information and venue information of scientific papers, but also applies LSTM to represent the scientific papers.
4) CASE STUDY
Besides the above numerical analysis, we take an example to further illustrate the proposed context-aware recommendation approach and the limitations of existing context-aware citation recommendation approaches. The citation context is ''. . . Some methods [?] directly measure the salience of sentences. . . .'' which is from the paper Ranking with Recursive Neural Networks and its Application to Multi-Document Summarization [35] . Due to the page limit, we only list the top 3 retrieved papers obtained by LSTM-CAV with c 2 , NN approach and TM approach in Table 4 , ( ) indicates the matched results.
As shown in Table 4 , the results returned by LSTM-CAV with c 2 approach have two records that match the ground truth citation list of the manuscript, whereas the results returned by the NN based approach and TM based approach have one and zero matching records, respectively. This observation demonstrates that the LSTM-CAV with c 2 approach can obtain a better result in this case study since the content of the citation context, citation author of the citation context, authors of the scientific paper, venue of the scientific paper as well as content of the scientific paper are fully utilized in this approach. There are one same citations in the top-3 results returned by LSTM-CAV with c 2 approach and NN based approach, but the number of the corrected papers in the top-3 results returned by our proposed approach with c 2 is more than that returned by NN based approach. We attribute it to LSTM-CAV with c 2 approach incorporates author information of citation context and venue information of the scientific paper, while NN based approach does not do it. The top 3 recommended results returned by TM based approach contains incorrect papers, this is due to TM based approach only consider semantic information between content of citation context and scientific paper, ignoring other related information.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a LSTM based model for personalized context-aware citation recommendation, which learns the distributed representations of the citation contexts and the scientific papers based on LSTM, and then performs personalized citation recommendation based on the obtained citation context vectors and scientific paper vectors. We evaluate our proposed approach on the AAN and DBLP datasets, the results reveals the effectiveness of the proposed approach. However, the parameters of the weight for parameter regularization need to be set manually, which may influence the performance of the context-aware citation recommendation. In the future, we plan to explore automatic parameter setting for the context-aware citation recommendation. 
